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part of dirt, trees and rocks. ln the vicinity of a thunderstom' win'ls from the upcurrents and do{ndrafts ani

wind spills against the glound can rapidly shift That is why several airpofs now have wind shear detectors-

MoUNTAIN wAl'E. This is only a relatively recently discovered phenomenon that has killed a l':

people, in particular in the lee, i e, the downwind' side of the Rocky Molrntains Winds moving acrosl

mountains rise, as in orthogaphic lifting When it crosses the mountain' it proiluces down drafts Many i:

airplanes have mysteriously crashed' for example' around Colorado'

lexperienceditonatleastoneoccasion,inac-llgFlyingovervifginiaandwestemNorthcarolLj

Blue Ridge Mountains' we encountered the mountain wave Despite pulling back on the control column :

plane continued to lose altitude Not until we applied 2900 RPM takeoff power \7r'erc we able to ovetcome :

alowndraft. On another mission I was on with this same pilot and we were struck by lightning The cockpit f;'

withsmokeandwegotadentinthenose.Anddirtyunderwear.Hewasn.tmyfavoritepiloi.

CELESTIAL NAI'IGATION,

I always loved celestial navigation To me it was a challenge and in every case with very slrcce>:

results. one of these successes is elaborated on in great detAil in the chapter entitled "First Perfect Navi.s-

Check Ride," which had a memorable finish 
'lespite 

driving into an unexpected jet stream'

Therewasanincidentwhichalmostpreenptedevenfnishingthenavigationschoolproglam-L!

.backin..thedataftomthestarswhichwouldgiveyouthatposition.determinedby.'BigD''notDube'Deneb'

requirement of night cel was several outdoor classes in the evening for *star identificalion " Here we studied 3'

various constellations to help us locate the sta$ in the heavens that we were to shoot in flight This \'=

particularly impoftant before we converted to the periscopic sextant With the periscopic sextant' you c!--r:

crank in the expected elevation of the star, allowing for the rising and falling that wo ld occur before ihe si :r_

and also crank in the azimuth of the star' This way the star woul'l virtually "drop" into your viewing lens i

should be added that if yoll shot a star in view. that was the wrong stal' even though it appeared to be a half i.::

flomthecorrectstar'thelesultswouldputyouoffbyhundredsofmiles'FindingtherightstarwascriliJa

against the beautiful spectrum of the geat Milky Way and the other galaxies in the beautiful panorama ol:*

celestial dome.

However. with the hand-held sextant, it hLurg by a hook attacheal to the Plexiglas dome in ihe airplat'-

You had to swing it around until you found the correct star' You had to be able to recognize it by its positlir

among othet stars in the constellation You had no azimuth help' though you still need to put in rhe anticipcl::

elevation ofthe star.

Since we took the course in wintel, we became most familiar with the winter constellations such as T:<

Belt of Orion, Cassiopeia' the large and small dippers' the so-called "navigaior's triangle' Spica' Deneb ar:

Dube. the Seven Sisters of Pleiades. to name some ln fact' the favorite navigator three star flx was 1ii

infamousDube.DenebandDallas'lfyorrwereflyingoverTexasandweretotallylostandwasnealDallas'}c-

could always know where you were, but not because of any star fixing Navigators would plot their position ar:
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:_ -l]e irony was that it took even more proficiency to do the math calculations backwafds to achieve thal fix

:-= :o do it right the fiIst time aromd. Working all those fomulas for aircnft movement' star movenent'

-:sphedcrefraction,andadjustingfortime'reallytookaninnateunde6tandingioaccomplishthat'Inever
:c-: ol anyone failing for doing that lt demonstrated knowledge.

Now getting back to our getting in trouble: One night a fellow student and I had heavy dates on a night

.-:. nar classes were being held- We got so wnpped up with our date. we forgot about it When we finally

=-:::bered where we needed to be, we hustled over therc quick_like' with one minor problen: It was an

--::.rl lbrmation, meaning we needed to be in uniform. but we weren't So we got a little butt-chewing from the

€- :: stualent. Lt. L€dbetter. our official leader. He had been commissioned yeals ago and served in another

:::.:f belore going to Nav School We always considered him a "hard-ass" and he took his responsibility a

::.: :r!i seriously. But we did get past that one

Thetechniquesosedincelestialnavigationafeelaboratedingeatdetailinanotherchaptercalled...The

l=:'.e.r Flight Check." This demonstrated how accurate celestial could be, though it too was very labor and

:-: ralensive. Celestial navigation was used by the Phoenicians and the Polynesians centuries ago The

; l:sians used a coconut with three holes drilled into it' one hole was used to determine level, i.e., by keeping

:= . .::er from leaking out and through the other two holes' they sighted the North Star' By keeping it ir sight'

!:. iere able to maintain a constant east-west course. and then tuming 90 degees (l don't know how they

l":. ihen) to make landfall

Going back to my subsequent navigational career in the reserves. while in the C-119' I volonteered to

: C-l19 to the Nationalist China air force. I actually saw Generalissimo Chang Kai Shek on that trip The

:3rered out about halft'r'ay along the 2200 mile colrse between Califomia and Hawaii, forcing me to use

,-3 pattem and DR during its absence. I recall a newly promoted full bird colonel' i e ' ny pilot' who was a

1-- .1 -rperator. climbed up into A deck and changed the loran antenna coupler in order to get the loran going'

t. : ;avs carried a spare. It didn't help. so it became purely DR' celestial' and some pressure pattem

I \!es able to keep the low fiequency mdio toned on a Califomia station and the other ADF on Hilo in

!i" -..i aiian Islands. However, this gave me a course but not a speed line Tl'Iat is' I had no reliable information

.[ .: :s far along coruse, oiher than that detennited by DR from the forecast winds We were running the risk

,n -" : - far off our planned ETA to the ADIZ' the Air Defense Identification Zone' and having F-106 fighter

plr -- .ome after us for a look_see. We were only allowed a window of l0 ninutes of acceptable enor'

Atdusk,taskedthepilotstoletmeknowwhmthestarscameout.Finally'onereplied'..lseeastar'..I

*:.l1anks.Nicebutlneedmorethanoneandtheyneedtobeoneslrecognizeandareinthereductiontables
,r :r-ied. Eventually. it became dark so I pre-compted a thrce star fix and took the shots' adding Polaris

'r: : 1rk no computation since it was circum_polar' fixed in the sky When I plotted the fix' it fell exactly



between the couse lines of the two radio stations. I yelled ,,whoopee" something you don't alo in a

airplane, especially at night. The pilots hmled startled and asked, "What's wrong?" I yelled back, .A perfect

point fix!" They replied, "It certainly doesn't take much to turn a navigator on." Exactly one hour latel

repeated the process, and like the first fix, the intersection ofthe plotted lines ofthe four stars produced not

customary triangle, but all merged into a spot the size ofthe pmcil mark. We had gone exactly 160 miles si

the last fix and thereforc calculated our ground speed as 160 knots and thus the ETA for the Hilo VORTAC. i
visual Omni range/Tactical navigation mdio. After nearly an hour, one ofthe pilots reported ,,I have the

VORTAC locked on." I aske4 "how far do we have to tum to get back on course?" They replie4 ,,We don

We were dead on course, and my calculated ETA was within 30 seconds. The moml of the story: If
Phoenicians and Polynesians can do it, why can't? The pilots on this mission were ones with whom I had

flown very much up until that time. I gew about 2 feet in thefu eyes. The rest of the mission went much d!
same way except we did not have to fly at night and I had to rely on day celestial from Hawaii to Midway. I
Wake lsland, to Guam and finally to Ping Tlmg South, Taiwan, a 60 hour flight, 43 over water. And with rL

skillful crew coordination with the flight engineer, between my cslculations ofoptimun RpM for our changi4

weight, and his skillful manipulation of the mixture and torque controls, we landed with 1753 lbs. of fud

enough for about another 45 minutes offlight. It was the first time I ever kissed the golmd. I will say, when $r

fnally reached Taiwan and broke through the clouds, I muttered aloud, ..I hope I have the right China."

I should add here that navigators had to be able to calculate the exact moment of sunset and sunrise

Normally, just an academic exercise, this became important on a mission in Central America. Because of thr

hostile tenain and the relatively primitive navigation aids, we were not allowed to fly between official suns€

and sumise other than at Howard Air Base, Panama. ln fact, some ofthese navigation radios werc only tumed or

by native personnel climbing the mountain in South America on an animal and turning on them on. We wen

tasked to support the corps of engineers putting in a nnway in puerto Limper, Honduras. We wete then asked t(

fly a mission into the intedor to rescue stranded personnel in Madeira. Our expected time barely allowed us picl

them up, retum to Puerto Lempira and get offthe ground before sunset. I quickly made the calculation and bl

miracle, got it exactly right. Just as we lined up at the end ofthe dirt runway, the giant fireball ofthe $m wat

flush on drc horizon. The altemative: sleeping in a hot, humid, mosquito infested airplane until sunrise. Like m)

deodorant, it worked! However, the Spanish language newspapers described our mission there a!

"provocateurs."

GRID. And finally, there was "Grid navigation." That dreaded, gid. Most ofus hated it. It was harc

work, and took a different set of maps. Its purpose was for use in the upper latitudes because, as said, tht

difference between magnetic north and tlue nofih was exacerbated by the converging lines oflongitude. IfyoL
were sitting directly over the North Pole and told the pilot "tum south" even the least astute pilot would get thaj

right. Any'where is south! Therefore, a grid map was used in which all the parallels and meridians formed righj

angles.



:..-:E PERFECT FLIGHT
The nightmare experience with the infamous gold dust twins, Ollie and Stan, vety likely accelerated my

IE: --:e lrom active duty in the nrinimum time to satist/ the contractual agreement resulting from lny ROTC
j- -:isioning. My entire outlook on the Air Force, and the B-47 was a pretty grim one. .l.he 

pressure, the
ir r. the great number of fatal accidents. the discomfort flying in this beast had taken its toll and, ftankly, I
(:r- :: out. as soon as possible. However, my outlook took on a very positive tum when I was assigled two
::-: :r! pilots as my next crew mates following that temporary assigrunent as acting squadron navigator. The
,r--r: commander came ftom a B-57 assignnent and the copilot directly from pilot school. They were
-._=:rrg personalities after the dismal experience with ..ollie and stan.'. And they were both extremely
-:i:: r pilots. After several weeks oftraining flights with Jack & Jim, the crew was ready for its combat ready
: : :heck.

],:LIGHT REFUELING

The flight began routinely, with a rendezvous with a tanker, which by this time. were mostly KC-I35s.- : :3ctic is described in more detail in the chapter on refueling. As usual, tre tanker transmitted its ApN-76
-'-:srabrished identification code which appeared on my radar scope. I switched the control switch on my rada.
-:,rl panel to "Beacon'' funotion and found the code for his tanker on the screen of ll1y MA6/MA7, l0 inch

- ::i-!er radar screen. Fro'' here on' every4hing we't as planned. despite a more than moderate tufbulence in the

--:j- approaching the tanker which was in the preplanned orbit at the pre-brieted refueling altitude. wlen rhe
::-:_ image of the code. a series of narrow and wide stdps, not unlike a bar code. closed to g0 NM. we
::.nded from cruise altitude at 2500 feet per ninute to a point 1.000 leet below the assigned refueling

- ::rde. I continued to announce our distance from the tanker until the tanker was 50 miles away. After reaching

- :.rint 12 miles behind the tanker, I,.walked.,the bomber in one'rile increments through the 12 and 6 mile
-r_:cs at which point' the tanker depafed the orbit to the refueling t.ack. By this time the pilots had visuar

':.ract with ihe tanrer and I continued to comt offthe r"nge. At 2 NM, the bomber slowed to mach .7g and at l
-: 3 !o ' 72' i e about 2 80 knots, eventuary slowing to .6g or 2 5 5 knots for the actlrar hook-up. we lowered flaps
: :0% to give greater stability to the plane while hooked up to the boorn. Final hook up was made and the
r .l)00 lbs. offuel were transfened ftom tanker to bomber. So lar, so good.

:ELESTIAL NA\,'IGATION

Then the two aircraft separated and I directed tre bomber to Bagnell dam on the Lake ofthe ozarks- the
::pature fix for the celestial navigation leg. Because takeoffs on schedule were so critical. it was easy to pre-
:rmp. i e ! precompute the data for the celestiar fixing because you knew exactly when you were goirlg to take
-l vitually to the second. This precomping procedure was time consuming and the primary rule was that

-:i) tling that co.rld be done on the ground should be. and was.



Wlat follows immediately here will be greatly detailed minutia which nany readem will find re. :-
difficult to understand and pose the question. why bother me? Let us address this first, pointing out that in ',.,

more than fofty years which have passed since that check ride. the results of the procedures and efforls --.
produced in an instant with CPS, Ground Positioning Satellite. Computers as we know them now did no! eL.-

Even in the MA6/MA7 navigation system. which cost a good part of a million dollars, a sophistic.:::

development in its time. by today's standards, was pretty rudimenlary. The emphasis here, and will be reite=:.-

later. is that all this takes time. Lots ofit.

I should interject here. that although the Phoenicians and the Pol),nesians used celestial navig:::-
thousands ofyears ago, I suspect this isn't the same technique they used. On the other hand. they were nc: -
route to a hostile nation to drop a nuclear weapon. and although this was only a training flight, they would .:.
have been required to be within 32 miles of destination at the end of the celestial leg, in order to pass !:."
exam.

It is relevant to understand the crisis that I faced in the midst ofthis flight evaluation and how to ::.
with the consequences that arcse to salvage the mission. Keep in mind the disastrous previous flight check ; :
Frick and Freck, i.e.. Ollie & Stan, the cold Dust twins. The crew, including mq failed that flight exam pu: -:
an additional pressure on this one. The conditions encormtered on this flight to a large degree compounde; ':
.hallenges of the mission.

The first step in the process ofobtaining a 'fix" by celestial means is to establish fix time and esti.:r:
position at that time. This was accomplished using DR, i.e., dead reckoning, using tle best known $ir: :

calculate ground speed and heading. Next the navigator entered the air almanac to determine ihe exact po::' t
ofthe 'first point ofAries". a theoretical star which in fact had bumed out billions of years ago. This readi:. .
in degrees and minutes of arc. The navigator then selects tle coordinates of the longitude of the esti.,-i
position and reduces the nitutes of arc to match those of the GHA previously extracted from the alman:: :
order to prcduce an even number to enler the HO-249 sight reduction tables which \r/ere listed in even de5=.
Subtracting the GHA from the longitude produces an LHA. the Longitudinal Hour Angle. also an even nurr€-

To reiterate, these details are very much esoteric, i.e.. only comprehended by a select few. The rnessage t. -jE

rest ofthe world is, "golly, this is conplicated, ' even in the best olconditions and we were not encounterir: rc
best ofcond;tions-

Foftunately. expeds developed the HO-249 tables which rcduced the amount ofcalculation requir:: -:

shoot the stars or else the navigator would have to use the same technique as used in shooting the sun or pl:-
\rhich took several extra steps.

The celestial Ieg on any routine training flight or on a fl;ght exam was a minimum of two hours dul::

with a dogJeg ofsome unspecified angle and each leg should be at least an hour iong. Optimal time olthe e. :

celestial portion ofthe flight would be approximately two hours and fifteen or trventy minutes. Because tal.
iimes in SAC were sacrosanct and because to be successlul in any aircraft. you had to stay ahead ofthe air..::
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:: ::ecomputation for the first fix could and should be accomplished on the ground Normally' the first fix

. :,.j be approximately 45 minutes down track on the first leg. This would give the copilot time to take the

,- i. and then give the navigator time to plot the fix. DR, i e , dead reckon, that is using the wind inlormation to

,,:ilate the heading and time and distance ahead to the tuming point'

So I did exactly that. I plotted the fix, calculated the heading and ETA to the tuming point and notified

:::ilot ihat exactly at the expiration ofthe ETA, he was to assume the new heading without my having to give

: hil11. It should be noted here that even the radius of tom had to be taken into consideration when plotting the

:,-,:ing to the final destination. The radius of the tum at 425 knots TAS was approximately 32 miles in a

ii:dard" tum, i.e., 30 degree banl. Having given these instructions to the pilot' as was the custom and prcduct

're training, t immediately began plotting the assumed position of the next fix after the tum and also to

:-:.onp the celestial information.

It should be noted herc that each shot took four minutes The actual obseruation and measuement of

j . 3levation of the star took two minutes. The sextant had a built in timer that closed exactly two minutes after

-. :g activated, and checking this timer was a pre_flight check iten The actual time of the shot was the

: iDoint of the two minute shot. It woulal take about two minutes to record the observation on the work sheet

j: enter the information for the next star into the sextant' therefore the four minutes between shots Three star

: :j were the standard, which ideally rcsulted in a small triangle. the size of the triangle often dependent on the

.;liistencyoftheobserverinkeepingthestarwithintheilluminatedbubbleinthereticule.Italsodependedon

,-: skills ofthe pilotto give as perfectly level a shooting platform as was possible'

So, up until the first tuming point, the mission. including the air refueling' went as planned l gave the

: -.\ to the tuming point, and using the track from departure fix to the celestial fix' with true airspeed and true

':rding, determined the in-flight wind from which to calculate the heading and ETA to the tuming point After

: . ing these to pilot asking hillr to tum on his own time hack. I began to precomp the second fix The plan was

begin shooting the second fix immediately upon roll_out on the new heading to destina'ion-

Ideally, the spacing should allow time for two evenly spaced fixes between tbe tuming point and the

.:3]destination.Byregulation'thenavigatormustmakehisfinalcoursecorrectionandannorrncetheETAto

:r.nination to the flight examiner a minimum offive minutes before that ETA This too became a critical iactor

- \rhat happened laier.

When plotting the "fix," the navigatot had to take into consideration the effect the refraction of the

rrospherc had on the obsewation. lf tle celestial body were nearly vertically overhead' you would be looking

:lrough a relatively thin atmosphere with minimum refraction' i e , bending or distorting tie measured elevation

:i the body. If ihe body were low in the sky. it would be like looking through a glass sideways through the

:rrved glass, distorting the image. The lower the star on

ierived from atable in the HO-249.

the horizon, the more correction was require4 as



YoLl also had to consider that the stai is "moving" during the shooting perio'l' i e ' a star in the West i:

descending and a star in ihe East is nsing. at approximat€ly 2 % degrees every fou minutes And you also had l'-

measlre the speed of the aircraft towards the relaiive motion ofthe star' A star off the wing rose slower than :

star offthe nose, anal vice veisa for a star behind you. simple thing, right? oh. ihose Phoenicians di'ln't realiz'

how easy they had it! As sai'l in the chapter on navigation school' navigation is basically solving math problem'

Anal most calculations are ratios' distance pro-€ted over time Since you could not do this on your fnge$ th:

nr"tio".r, aO"tr."a U6B' the circular slide rule was the critical instrument Most table values were expfesse-

per four minute time periods lf the shot were 12 ninutes before fix time' you had to rcsolved that b''

extrapolating the movement ovel 12 ninutes' or 8 or 4' for subsequent shois Fortunately' my math acui:'

alloweal me to do a lot of the ratios in my head' saving lots oftime'

NOT TO PANIC

After the pilot assumed his new heading following the tum, l began my series of shots for the second : :

the three flxes. r recorded the data riom each and plotted the fix. Good grief. Miss Agnes! something \\:j

drastically wrcng. lt was a nice triangle to be slrfe' but instead of plotting approximately 40 minutes fri-

destination. it plotted only l0 minutes away lf this were accurate l had only 4 minutes to prccomp' do 3ll ':

nath. shoot, plot and announce the new heading and ETA to the flight evaluator to confotm with _-':

requirement of announcing such 5 minutes prior' Keep in mind all the steps itemted above'

There ceftainly was no time to review neither my precomp data nor the plotting in a search for error'

had to act anal act now and ha'l to assume that the preconp an'l shots as well as the plotting were all accur'::

The wind calculateal ftom this fix came out to 300 degrees at 170 knots' a monstrous deviation from the fl:;

plan wind of240 degrees at 45 knots l had no choice to buy it lt meant we ha'l 
'lriven 

into an unforecastec :

stream, right on the tail This meant that instead ofthe expected ground speed of about 425 knots or abo-: 
_

miles per minute, we had a ground speed of nearly 600 knots' or l0 miles per minute And we were on1) : '

rniles from destination, i e ' about lO minutes out Keep in nlind' shooting three stars alone took 12 nin;-

inespective ofthe time to plot and calculate the next heading and ETA'

I instructed the copilot' who did the shooting, to set the azimuth to 000 (the azinuth of Polaris is usL:

000 except when Cassiopeia appeared to the right of Polaris making the true bearing O0l or to the left \\: -:

made it 359). and to shoot Polans on the next even minute on his watch Polaris is circum_polar and there::'':

does not dse or lall The elevation ol Polaris is always exactly equal to the geographical latitude- I ':=

proceeded to give him the estimated elevation to {ind ihe star in the rcticule l then begged the pilot to keef ':t

aircraft as steaaly as absolutely possible'

In the meantime' I quickly went to the tables and calculatedjust one star' one that gave me a 90 de:-=

cut to Polaris to obtain a two star fix Not as reliable as the three star' but it ha'l to suflice because there *:: x

time for the clrstomary two minute obsewation straddling the shot time This was to be an instantaneous ''' L

not an avemge. We were going for broke'



Jim, the copilot quickly called out ihe results ofthe shot and I rapidly plotted the fix and measured the

:-j,. and calculated ETA to destination, the bridge in the center ofcrcen Bay, Wisconsin. I then quickly tumed

r.: rnounced the ETA to the flight examiner as 5 and a halfminutes away.

The evaluator reached down and hrmed up the gain on the radar set which had been tuned down to give

: r:nli radar scope. This part ofthe mission was to be celestial and celestial alone. A big smile crossed the

j ,::iners face, discemable only as a gleam in the eyes protruding above the oxygen mask on his face. There on

-- ldar. right on center line of the heading marker, exactly 10 miles away with one minute remaining on the

: i. A 00 mile deviation from actual. A perfect score. Acceptable limits for a celestial mission was 32 miles.

j: I had gotten a perfect score. And under the most rmfavorable conditions imaginable.

:O\v LE1IEL NAI'IGATION

The celestial part ofthe check ride was exciting, to say the least, with extraordinary success- But the

: ,sion was far from over. Equally challenging, ifnot nore so, was the low level navigation and ensuing bomb

--. ] et ahead of us. Now the crews tumed towards Tmverse Ciry, Michigan, descending to 1.000 feet above the

::Jnd. at night. and proceeded on the low level navigation leg, using only the radar and the MA6A/7A

: _.1puter. Anyone who has ever watched a television weather station showing the reiums on a stormy night.

,:rNs that the ground clutter consumes most ofthe picture. This was not far removed ironr what the naligator

--s on his screen at high speed, low level navigation. Precise navigation required finding every discemable

1ir image that was identifiable and pecking away fix by fix, in an aircraft shuddering with the nomal

,:iulence found this close to the ground, especially at an indicated airspeed of360 knots. The aircraft did not

.:rmally fly that fast that close to tle grould except on strike missions or simulated strike missions which we

.ire now experiencing. At least one B-47 had disappeared over the Great Lakes on similar missions as tlese.

Contrary to what might nonnally be expected, the navigator does not find a ground retum and aftempt

:: identify it. Rather, he has to look at his charts. and using DR, i.e. dead reckoning, look ahead for selected

::ominent, identifiable retums. a river bend, a bridge. a town or some other identifiable isolated renrm and then

'r to find that corresponding retum on his scope. He did get some help from the computer system in trackilg

ris current position. However, this system was pre-Doppler, i.e., the wind was not automatically calculated by

're system but rather had to be detemined by the navigator.

"KILLING THE WIND"
The MA6A4A7 computer on the B-47 was state ofthe art. For that era. well beforc GPS. It worked on

ie "delta" methodology, the delta being the changed value. Before takeoff and at various times in flight, the

:1avigator had to manually set the tlue airspeed jn the system. He also had to pre-set the pre-flight, forecasted,

*ind components in, manually, using the tracking handle to drive the dials to the forecasted grcund speed and

Jrift angles. Once in flight, tle navigator updated the wind. To repeat ihe procedure lrom an earlier chapter, this

\\'as done by placing the selector switch to "Sector" scan, placing the cross hairs on a clearly defmed ground
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